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The DPDK Traffic Generator (Dpktgen) does not validate network ports at the kernel level. In
particular, at step 3 of stage 1 of the deployment of Dpktgen in a Network Controller (NC)
deployment, the device driver exposes an epoll port. If any program, such as SNORT, is
configured to use this epoll port, when the device driver fails to register with the kernel,

SNORT might fail and return a corrupted packet to you. In 8.x and earlier OpenShift Container
Platform versions, the Barreleye Traffic Generator (Barreleye) module does not verify the size

of a virtio-net network device used to communicate with NCs. With more recent OpenShift
Container Platform versions, the Barreleye Traffic Generator does not detect errors with virtio-

net network devices used to communicate with NCs. For more details, see
https://access.redhat.com/solutions/3018711 . When configuring a Virtual Machine ScaleSet

(VMS) deployment with networking policies applied, policies might not apply to all VMS nodes
that are within the VMS. When policies are not applied to all VMS nodes, cluster connectivity

might degrade. The following network settings are not configured by default with the Network
Policy Service Provider (NPSP): Deactivate DHCP for VMs, Ensures that DHCP is disabled on
Virtual Machine. Enable DHCP for VMs, Ensures that DHCP is enabled on Virtual Machine.

Prevent VMs on the Network from Booting, Ensures that Virtual Machine is not allowed to boot
from the Network. Preserve MAC Address of VMs on the Network, Ensures that the MAC

address of Virtual Machine is preserved on VMNet.
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In some cases, the network
inventory advisor does not function
after an Open vSwitch (OVS) router

reboot. To fix the problem, you need
to restart the vCenter management
node after rebooting the OVS router.

Currently, the Network Inventory
Advisor cannot be used with

containers running as a guest
operating system on a host. To

properly validate existing
connectivity between the container
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host and the datastore clusters, the
containers must run as a non-guest

operating system. Network Inventory
Advisor will no longer inject a

command into the registry of all
agent processes. With this change,
Network Inventory Advisor will no

longer automatically start and ignore
the agent process when a reboot is
required after the agent is installed.
You must start Network Inventory

Advisor manually before rebooting if
you want the agent to continue

working after a reboot. (
BZ#1867916 ) Network Inventory
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Advisor does not remove the agent
process from memory when a reboot

is required after an agent is
installed. This could lead to the
agent process hanging after a

reboot. Network Inventory Advisor
will remove the agent process from
memory when a reboot is required

after an agent is installed. (
BZ#1867916 ) Network Inventory

Advisor 2.0.2 does not warn the user
when the input file includes invalid
values in its configuration files. A

new log message is added when the
input file includes invalid values in
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its configuration files. ( BZ#1684067
) The Export-OSImage action will
provide a selection of valid and
supported OS images when all

available OS images are supported
by Network Inventory Advisor. (

BZ#1822656 ) 5ec8ef588b
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